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ABOUT

THE

THE NORTH CAROLINA
ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS

The mission of the North Carolina
Association of Community Development
Corporations (NCACDC) is to strengthen
the North Carolina economy and build a
better tomorrow for all North Carolinians by
enhancing community development
corporations (CDCs) as they build
prosperous communities. Throughout its
twenty-year history, the NCACDC has
served as a catalyst for local communitybased partnerships that bring together community residents, business leaders, and government officials to provide solutions to
problems impacting the quality of life in
communities throughout North Carolina.
These partnerships have strengthened and
revitalized hundreds of communities across
our state and have leveraged investments
totaling millions of dollars. Additional information on NCACDC is available at http://
www.ncacdc.org.

ORGANIZATIONS
MOUNTAIN HOUSING
OPPORTUNITIES

THE CENTER FOR URBAN
& REGIONAL STUDIES

Mountain Housing Opportunities (MHO) is
a private, nonprofit community development
corporation whose mission is to build and
improve homes, neighborhoods,
communities, and lives for the people of
Asheville and Buncombe County.
According to Scott Dedman, Executive
Director, "we believe that if you work in
Asheville or Buncombe County, you should
be able to live in this community in a safe,
attractive, affordable home in a good
neighborhood—and when you retire or if
you become disabled, this should still be
true.‖ Since 1988, MHO has assisted over
3,000 families and individuals to reach this
goal. For more information on Mountain
Housing Opportunities go to
www.mtnhousing.org.

The Center for Urban & Regional
Studies in the College of Arts & Sciences at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill is a multi-disciplinary research center
focusing on issues and problems faced by our
nation’s cities and regions. It is one of the
oldest university-based research centers of its
kind in the country. Created in 1957, the
Center supports research activity and
collaboration across campus through its
Faculty Fellows program that draws on the
expertise of eighty-five faculty members from
twenty-two schools, departments, curricula,
and research centers. The Center's mission is
to promote and support high-quality basic
and applied research on planning, policy, and
interdisciplinary social issues required to
tackle the complex challenges faced in urban,
regional, and rural settings alike. More information may be found at http://curs.unc.edu.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The lack of workforce housing in desirable
areas like Asheville and Buncombe County
often forces essential workers, such as teachers, nurses, and police personnel, to seek
housing in outlying areas far from where
they work. The result: long commutes that
have negative impacts on those workers and
their families such as having to spend more
of their incomes for gas and car maintenance, and having less time to spend with
family and friends. Often overlooked, however, is that those long commutes have negative impacts on the local and global environments. They increase tailpipe emissions
which contribute both to local health problems and to global climate change. They also
contribute to traffic congestion, which reduces the quality of life for all area residents.
Finally, they make it more difficult and costly
for local businesses, nonprofits, and government agencies to hire and retain workers.
The purpose of this report is first, to assess
the need for additional workforce housing in
the Asheville/Buncombe County area and,

second, to document the environmental, economic, and quality-of-life impacts that commuting causes due to a shortage of such
housing. Based on this information we offer
a series of recommendations for expanding
the supply of workforce housing in the area,
which will result in significant benefits to the
local environment, economy, and overall
quality-of-life.
What evidence is there of a need for
additional workforce housing in the
Asheville Metropolitan area?

The analysis of U.S. Census and local housing data indicates that the Asheville Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), which consists
of Buncombe, Haywood, Henderson, and
Madison counties, is growing rapidly in terms
of both people and jobs. Between 2000 and
2007 the population of Buncombe County
grew from 206,330 to 226,771 while the
population of the rest of the MSA grew from
162,841 to 176,030. This population increase

has caused housing prices and rents in the
area to increase significantly. Of particular
importance to the issue of workforce housing is that during this same period the number of lower-income households in Buncombe County jumped from 18,700 to almost 22,300 while the number in the rest of
the MSA grew from 15,300 to 17,300. Many
of those households have members who
work for the city or county governments,
hospitals, and private companies located in
or around Asheville. These workers often
have to travel long distances from work to
live in affordable housing.
Turning to job growth, between 2000 and
2007 Buncombe County added almost
10,000 jobs while the other three counties in
the MSA added an additional 2,400 jobs.
Many of those jobs, however, offered low
wages. Two of the fastest growing industry
classifications in Buncombe County were
accommodation and food services, which
had an average annual wage of $15,500 in
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2007, and administrative and waste services,
which had an average annual wage of
$22,800.
Recent changes have also taken place in the
characteristics of the housing stock. Between
2000 and 2007, 75% of the 16,100 units permitted in Buncombe County and 90% of the
13,200 units permitted in the other three
counties within the MSA were single-family
detached houses. Over the same time period, the number of manufactured housing
units, which are often affordable to lowerincome families, declined throughout the
MSA.
Indicators of housing affordability do, in
fact, show that substantially larger percentages of households are experiencing housing
affordability problems in both Buncombe
County and the rest of the MSA. For example, in 2007 over 90% of renters with incomes below $20,000 in Buncombe County
and 80% of the same group in the rest of the
MSA were paying more than 30% of their
incomes for rent.1 Within the $20,000 to
$34,999 income group, the percentage of
rent-burdened families in both Buncombe
County and the rest of the MSA jumped
from under 30% to over 50% between 2000
in 2007.
2

The number of homeowners experiencing
affordability problems has also increased.
The number of owners with incomes under
$35,000 paying more than 30% of income for
housing increased from 11,000 in 2000 to
over 16,600 in 2007. Over the same time period, the number of cost-burdened homeowners with incomes between $35,000 and
$50,000, increased from 2,600 to over 5,400.
In 2007, the Asheville metropolitan area had
the second least affordable housing market in
the North Carolina. Escalating housing costs
have also made it more difficult to buy homes
in the area. In 2004 the median price of a
home for sale was $165,000. By 2007, the
median price had jumped to $220,000.
Data also indicate a substantial mismatch between the location of jobs and the location of
housing units in the Asheville MSA. Buncombe County contains 67% of the jobs in
the area, yet it only accounts for 54% of all
housing units in the MSA. Between 2000 and
2007, the percent of people in Buncombe
County who reported working in the county
remained constant at 90%. Over the same
period, the percent of people who reported
working in their county of residence in the
other three counties declined from 72% to
67%. A total of 7,774 lower-
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income workers commute from Madison,
Haywood, and Henderson counties into a
seven-mile ring around downtown Asheville
each day.
Taken together these data demonstrate the
substantial need for additional workforce
housing close to major employers in and
around Asheville.
What impact does this lack of welllocated workforce housing have on
both individuals and the community?

To address this question we conducted a
mail survey of 581 lower-wage employees of
five major organizations in the Asheville area
who live more than fifteen miles from where
they work. A total of 258 surveys were returned for a 44.4% response rate. Among
other questions, respondents were asked if
they would be willing to consider moving
closer to work. Twenty-six percent of the
respondents replied ―yes‖ while another 36%
said ―maybe.‖ Thus, 62% of the respondents were at least willing to consider moving closer to work. Single people, those under forty years of age, college graduates, and
people in households with incomes under

$40,000 were more willing to move, particularly if affordable housing was available in
safe areas, and in areas conducive to walking
and bicycling. These findings indicate there
is a strong demand for affordable housing
located close to employment centers.
Information on where survey recipients
work and where they live, allowed us to estimate the reduction in commuting distances
if they were to move to likely locations for
the development of new workforce housing
in the Asheville area. The survey also asked
the recipients if they drive alone to work,
and the makes, models, and years of the cars
they drive to work. From there we projected
the benefits of shorter commutes on the environment, the economy, and the quality of
life of the area. A summary of those benefits
is presented in Table 1.
The analysis indicates that, on average, each
worker in our sample would reduce their
yearly work commute by 8,770 miles, which
would save each worker $4,600 in commuting costs. Each worker would also substantially reduce his or her production of toxic
emissions and greenhouse gases. For every

hundred commuters who moved to one of
the possible areas for workforce housing
construction, nitrogen oxide emissions
would decline by 117 kg, carbon monoxide
emissions would decline by 1,011 kg, and
carbon dioxide emissions would be reduced
by 350 tons. The reduction in CO2 emissions would be equivalent to turning off all
street lights in the city of Asheville for ten
days. The yearly travel time saved per
worker would be between 159 and 250 hours
depending on average travel speeds. This
time savings would provide workers with
more time for family, friends, and community involvement. Each move would save
almost 400 gallons of gas per year. Although

more difficult to quantify, moving closer to
work is likely to reduce employee turnover
and save businesses thousands of dollars in
replacement and training costs.
What are the main obstacles and
facilitators to the development of
additional workforce housing in
Asheville and Buncombe County?

Based on interviews with a wide range of
representatives of public, nonprofit, and private organizations in Asheville and Buncombe County, the most frequently perceived obstacles to the development of additional workforce housing in the area are:
high land values due both to topographical
constraints on supply and to strong demand

Table 1: Summary of Direct Benefits to Households and the Environment
Benefit
Yearly reduction in miles driven (per commuter)

Savings
8,770 Miles

Yearly commuting costs saved, including fuel costs
(per commuter)
Yearly tailpipe emissions saved (per 100 commuters)

$ 4,600

Nitrogen oxides (NOx)

117 Kg

Carbon monoxide (CO)

1,011 Kg

Carbon dioxide (CO2)

350 Tons

Yearly travel time saved (per commuter)

159-250 Hrs.

Yearly gasoline saved (per commuter)

397 Gallons
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second homes; opposition from neighborhood and environmental groups that either
want to limit new development or object to
lower-priced homes; long and difficult city
and county development review processes;
and insufficient public subsidies to support
workforce housing.

Recommendation 1: Asheville and Buncombe
County should set yearly goals for the construction of
workforce housing units.

When asked what should be done to increase the supply of workforce housing, the
most frequently mentioned suggestions are
to increase city and county contributions to
their respective affordable housing trust
funds; adopt inclusionary zoning ordinances
that would require large developments to
provide a certain percentage of affordable
units in return for density bonuses; expand
the number of affordable housing providers
in the area; and increase the number of public/private partnerships designed to produce
more workforce housing.

Recommendation 3: The city and the county should
increase annual contributions to their respective affordable housing trust funds and consider donating
unutilized property for workforce housing.

What can be done to expand the
supply of well-located workforce
housing in the Asheville area?

Based on the findings of this research, the
Center for Urban and Regional Studies
makes the following recommendations:

4

Recommendation 2: Asheville and Buncombe
County should assess their current workforce housing
policies and development ordinances to determine their
effectiveness in encouraging workforce housing.

Recommendation 4: Community leaders should set
up a committee of interested parties to discuss both
the development of an inclusionary zoning policy or
ordinance, and the issue of the preservation of affordable housing once it is constructed.
Recommendation 5: Representatives of the affordable
housing and environmental advocacy groups in the
area should develop a working group or coalition to
facilitate communication, identify common interests,
and seek win-win solutions to issues.
Recommendation 6: The city and county should look
for opportunities to redevelop areas close to major
activity areas and along major transit corridors that
would include workforce housing.

A Long Way from Home

Recommendation 7: Greater cooperation is needed
among the various organizations with interests in
expanding the supply of workforce housing in the city
and the county.
A sea change is taking place in our country.
At both the federal and local levels, policy
makers are realizing the need to change the
way we plan and develop our communities.
If we are to address both the current economic and environmental challenges, we
need to promote mixed-use developments
that contain a range of housing types since
these community characteristics are more
conducive to walking, bicycling, and the use
of public transportation which, in turn, reduce traffic congestion, air pollution, and the
costs of transportation. Asheville and Buncombe County have the choice of either getting out in front of this trend to maintain the
high quality of life that attracts both businesses and residents to the area, or conduct
business as usual and be strangled by pollution, congestion, and the economic costs of
long commutes.

INTRODUCTION
In many metropolitan areas across the country, high housing costs close to the major job
centers force lower-wage workers, including
teachers, nurses’ aides, and law enforcement
personnel, to travel long distances to find
places to live. The Asheville, North Carolina, metropolitan area is one of those places.
In 2006, there were over 7,000 workers earning less than $48,000 per year who commuted from homes in the surrounding counties of Madison, Hayward, and Henderson to
jobs in and around the city of Asheville.

commutes are a financial burden and reduce
the time they have to spend with family,
friends, and to engage in community activities. In addition, these long commutes have
significant negative impacts on the community at large by contributing to air pollution,
gas consumption, and traffic congestion.
Overall, they decrease the attractiveness of
the area to both residents and businesses.2
The connections between workforce housing, commuting patterns, and environmental

concerns recently have been recognized at
the federal level. In June 2009, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, the U.S. Department of Transportation, and the Environmental Protection
Agency created an interagency partnership to
―coordinate federal housing, transportation,
and other infrastructure investments to protect the environment, promote equitable development and help address the challenges
of climate change.‖3

Although some of those long distance commuters chose to live far from their jobs for a
variety of reasons, others would much rather
live close to work if only they could find affordable housing. But the combination of
low pay and rapidly escalating rents and
home prices in and around Asheville makes
finding affordable housing increasingly
difficult.

Housing
and environment
Photo credit:
Bill Rohe

Long commutes resulting from an inadequate supply of workforce housing are more
than simply inconvenient for workers. Long
A Long Way from Home
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A federal bill called the Livable Communities Act is working its way through Congress. If passed that bill would provide federal grants for coordinated planning and for
plan implementation. Will Asheville and
Buncombe County lead the movement to
create sustainable communities—or will they
lag behind?

ments in the quality of life for area residents.
Section 3 presents strategies for expanding
the supply of well-located, workforce housing and offers a set of recommendations for
achieving that goal.

The objective of the research described in
this report is to document the environmental, economic, and quality-of-life impacts imposed upon the Asheville area by a
lack of well-located workforce housing. By
doing so, we hope to raise awareness of the
connection between well-located workforce
housing and environmental conditions, economic health, and the overall quality of life
in the area.
Section 1 of this report begins with an assessment of the overall need for workforce
housing in the Asheville metropolitan area.
Section 2 presents an analysis of the potential community and individual benefits of
providing additional workforce housing
close to the major employment centers. In
this section we quantify the potential reductions in commuting time, commuting costs,
gas consumption, air pollution, employee
recruitment and training costs, and improve-
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Crowell Park Apartments,
Asheville, North Carolina
Photo credit:
Mountain Housing
Opportunities

SECTION 1: THE NEED FOR WORKFORCE
HOUSING IN THE ASHEVILLE METROPOLITAN AREA
What evidence is there of the need for additional workforce housing in the Asheville
metropolitan area? A housing needs analysis
prepared in 2005 for the Asheville Regional
Housing Consortium examined the housing
needs in the Asheville metropolitan area including Buncombe, Henderson, Madison,
and Transylvania counties. That study documented the large and growing need for housing that people earning modest incomes
could afford.

that the population in the four counties that
comprise the Asheville Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)--Buncombe, Haywood, Henderson, and Madison--will grow by about
38% from its 2000 level of 369,171, reaching
a total population of over 512,000 (see Figure 1).

Census data also show that the population of
all four counties is predominantly white. In
2007, minorities constituted only 11.5% of
the population in Buncombe County and
7.8% of the population in the other three
counties of the metropolitan area. Statewide,
Figure 1:
Population
Data sources: 1990,
2000 Decennial
Censuses, Office
of the State Budget
and Management

This study builds upon the 2005 housing
study using data from the 2007 American
Community Survey conducted by the U.S.
Census Bureau. Overall, we find that the
need for workforce housing has continued to
increase over the past few years.
Population and employment changes

The population in the Asheville region is
growing rapidly. By 2030, the Office of the
State Budget and Management projects
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minorities constituted over 30% of the
population in 2007, up from 28% in 2000.

Table 2: Employment by Industry 2000 - 2007

Between 2000 and 2007, total employment
in the Asheville MSA grew rapidly, with
Buncombe County leading the way (see Table 2). Buncombe added almost 10,000 jobs
while the other three counties added 2,400
jobs. While there was an increase in relatively high paying health care and social assistance jobs, this was offset by a loss of
manufacturing jobs (see Table 3). The next
three highest growth industries, in terms of
the number of jobs added in the Asheville
MSA, were: 1) accommodation and food
services; 2) educational services; and 3) administrative and waste services. Two of the
three--accommodation and food services,
and administrative and waste services--added
almost 5,000 jobs paying average annual
wages of under $23,000.
Employment growth in lower-wage occupations and industries between 2000 and 2007
has resulted in significant increases in both
the number and percentage of households
with incomes below 50% of the area’s 2007
median income of $43,819. The number of
lower-income households in the

Buncombe County
Industry

2000

2007 Change

Total Federal Government

2,631

2,602

-1.1%

549

409

-25.5%

Total State Government

3,871

4,130

6.7%

1,320

1,372

3.9%

Total Local Government

8,260

8,780

6.3%

7,612

8,551

12.3%

91,281

100,364

10.0%

46,744

48,285

3.3%

106,043

115,875

9.3%

56,224

58,617

4.3%

Health Care & Social Assistance

16,789

20,831

24.1%

7,422

8,933

20.4%

Retail Trade

14,201

14,947

5.3%

7,861

8,281

5.3%

Accommodation & Food Services

10,349

14,000

35.3%

5,107

5,905

15.6%

Manufacturing

16,457

12,236

-25.6%

11,304

8,691

-23.1%

Educational Services

6,642

8,250

24.2%

4,529

5,423

19.7%

Administrative & Waste Services

4,655

7,384

58.6%

2,825

2,488

-11.9%

Construction

6,926

7,109

2.6%

3,827

4,877

27.4%

Public Administration

5,702

5,578

-2.2%

2,768

3,054

10.3%

Total Private Industry
Total All Industries

Data source: North Carolina Employment Security Commission
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Rest of MSA
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2000

2007 Change

Table 3: Average Annual Wages by Industry 2000 – 2007
Buncombe County
Industry

2000

2007 Change

Rest of MSA
2000

2007 Change

Total Federal Government

$47,788

$72,124

50.9%

$31,432

$46,374

47.5%

Total State Government

$29,380

$36,556

24.4%

$24,859

$31,474

26.6%

Total Local Government

$29,432

$35,516

20.7%

$28,290

$34,653

22.5%

Total Private Industry

$26,832

$33,228

23.8%

$26,430

$30,906

16.9%

Total All Industries

$27,664

$34,372

24.2%

$26,694

$31,573

18.3%

Health Care & Social Assistance

$34,999

$44,051

25.9%

$28,260

$35,532

25.7%

Retail Trade

$19,187

$23,726

23.7%

$20,182

$24,933

23.5%

Accommodation & Food Services

$12,007

$15,483

29.0%

$11,013

$13,269

20.5%

Manufacturing

$32,239

$43,935

36.3%

$37,154

$45,603

22.7%

Educational Services

$29,012

$33,658

16.0%

$27,090

$30,737

13.5%

Administrative & Waste Services

$17,984

$22,763

26.6%

$20,281

$21,406

5.5%

Construction

$27,898

$36,992

32.6%

$28,450

$32,512

14.3%

Public Administration

$30,715

$39,598

28.9%

$26,362

$33,863

28.5%

Data source: North Carolina Employment Security Commission

MSA jumped from 34,000 to 39,600 while
the number in Buncombe County increased
from 18,700 to almost 22,300 households.
The change in the distribution of household
incomes, shown in Figure 2, indicates that
there were increases in the percentages of
households at both the low and high ends of
the income scale, and declines in the percentages in the middle-income ranges.
Changes in the composition of the
housing stock and its occupants

Census data on the types of housing in Buncombe County and the Asheville MSA reveal
that the area’s housing stock is increasingly
dominated by single-family detached houses.
Between 2000 and 2007, 75% of the 16,100
units for which building permits were issued
in Buncombe County and 90% of the 13,200
units for which building permits were issued
in the other three MSA counties were singlefamily detached houses. As a result, the percentage of single-family units increased in
both Buncombe County and the rest of the
MSA (see Figure 3, page 11). During the
same time period about 20% of the building
permits issued in Buncombe County—over
3,100 total units—were in buildings with five
or more units, while in the other three MSA
counties only 6%, or about 840 units, were

A Long Way from Home
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Figure 2: Household Income as a Percent of MSA Median Income

9,700 new households, and almost 5,300 of
those, or 54%, were renters. The metropolitan region added over 17,800 households,
and over 8,100 of those, or 46%, were renters (see Figure 4, page 12). An increase in
the percentage of renter households is a predictable result of the increase in the number
of low-wage workers who cannot afford to
buy single-family houses.
Changes in affordability
and household burden

Data sources: 2000 Decennial Censuses, 2007 American Community Survey, author’s calculations

in buildings with five or more units. Those
new multi-family units contributed to an
overall increase in the percentage of units in
larger multi-family buildings. Between 2000
and 2007, however, the number and percentage of manufactured housing units declined
in both Buncombe County and the rest of
the MSA.
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While multi-family units, which are the primary source of affordable rental housing,
remained a relatively small percentage of the
housing stock, the percentage of households
that rent has increased substantially. Before
the current meltdown in the housing market,
the percentage of renter-occupied units had
grown throughout the Asheville metropolitan area between 2000 and 2007. During
that period, Buncombe County added over

A Long Way from Home

The influx of low-wage households in the
rental market along with the small increase in
the supply of multi-family units has driven
rents higher. Between 2000 and 2009 the
Fair Market Rent (FMR), set by the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) at the fortieth percentile of market
rents, increased by about 51% for a studio,
46% for a one-bedroom apartment, 28% for
a two-bedroom apartment, 31% for a threebedroom apartment, and by almost 60% for
a four-bedroom apartment. The average increase in FMRs in the Asheville metropolitan
area between 2000 and 2009 was the third
highest of the fourteen MSAs in North
Carolina.

Another indicator of the affordability of
rental housing is the percentage of units in
categories based on the area’s median rent,
which was $543 in 2000 and $659 in 2007.
Between 2000 and 2007 the percentage of
units renting for less than 50% of the area
median rent decreased sharply in Buncombe
County but increased in the other three
counties (see Figure 5, page 13). The trend
for units with rents between 50% and 80%
of the area median was just the opposite: It
increased in Buncombe County but decreased in the rest of the MSA. Both areas
experienced declines in the percentage of
units with rents between 80% and 120% of
the median, and both areas had big increases
in the percentage of units with rents above
120% of area median.
The increase in the percentage of lower-wage
workers coupled with the decline in the supply of moderately priced rental units has led
to a dramatic increase in the percentage of
renters who are paying more than 30% of
their incomes for housing. Between 2000
and 2007 rent burdens increased for all income groups in both Buncombe County and
the rest of the MSA (see Figure 6, page 16).
In 2007 over 90% of Buncombe County
renters and 80% of renters in the rest of

the MSA with incomes below $20,000 were
paying more than 30% of their incomes for
rent. An income of $20,000 is more than the
entry-level wage for fire fighters in Buncombe County and the average wage of

workers in the food preparation and service
occupations. Figure 6 also shows that between 2000 and 2007 the largest increase in
rent-burdened families was in the $20,000 to
$34,999 income group. Workers in healthcare support operations--such as medical

Figure 3: Housing Type

Data sources: 2000 Decennial Censuses, 2007 American Community Survey, author’s calculations
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or dental assistants--and the administrative
and support occupations--such as ambulance, police, or fire dispatchers--have average incomes in that range. The percent of
rent-burdened families in that income category jumped from under 30% in 2000 to
over 50% in 2007 in both Buncombe
County and the rest of the MSA. Between
2000 and 2007, the number of households
with income under $35,000 paying more
than 30% of income for rent increased from
about 12,900 to over 19,200—an increase of
almost 50%.
Owners have experienced similar increases
in housing cost burdens. Not only have single-family units become a larger component
of the housing stock in both Buncombe
County and the rest of the MSA, the average
cost of construction for the units being built
went up by about 50% between 2000 and
2008. In 2000, the average cost of construction for single-family units was just over
$143,000 in Buncombe County, and over
$157,000 in the other three counties. By
2008, the average cost was about $230,000 in
all four counties of the Asheville metropolitan area. Sales price increases show a similar
trend. Between 2004 and 2007, the median
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Figure 4: Housing Tenure

Data sources: 2000 Decennial Censuses, 2007 American Community Survey, author’s calculations

sales for a residential unit in the region rosefrom $165,000 to $220,000.
The percentage of owners paying more than
30% of their incomes for housing expenses
rose for all income categories in both Buncombe County and the rest of the MSA. The
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number of owners with incomes under
$35,000 paying more than 30% of their incomes for housing increased from 11,000 in
2000 to over 16,600 in 2007, an increase of
just over 50%. Among higher-income owners, the increase was even more dramatic.

Figure 5: Renter-Occupied Units by Percent of Area Median Rent

state. Households with median incomes
could not afford the median-priced home
unless they were able to make a sizeable
down payment. Only the Wilmington metropolitan area was less affordable as of 2007.
The housing-jobs mismatch

Buncombe County accounts for about 54%
of all housing units in the MSA but it contains 67% of the jobs. As a result of this
mismatch between the location of housing
and jobs, many people commute from surrounding counties to their jobs in Buncombe
County. Between 2000 and 2007, the percent
of people in Buncombe County who reported working in the county remained constant at 90%. Over the same period, the percent of people in the other three counties
who reported working in their county of
residence declined from 72% to 67%.

Data sources: 2000 Decennial Censuses, 2007 American Community Survey, author’s calculations

The number of cost-burdened owners with
incomes between $35,000 and $50,000, increased from 2,600 to over 5,400 between
2000 and 2007.
Another measure of affordability is whether
a household with median income could

afford a house of median value. Typically,
households can afford a home valued at
about three times their incomes. Based on
this indicator the Asheville metropolitan area
was one of the least affordable areas in the

This mismatch between the locations of
housing and jobs is apparent in the differences in commuting times for workers who
live in Buncombe County and those who live
in the other counties in the MSA. Over 76%
of people in Buncombe County who work
outside the home report commuting less
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Table 4: Median Household Income, Median Home Value, and Value-to-Income Ratio, 2000 – 2007

2000

2007

Median
Value

Valueto-Income
Ratio

Median
Income

36,179

99,800

2.76

43,819

183,900

4.20

Burlington1

40,913

99,600

2.43

41,502

139,800

3.37

Charlotte

46,119

116,200

2.52

53,211

167,000

3.14

Durham2

48,845

138,500

2.84

48,362

184,200

3.81

Fayetteville

37,466

84,900

2.27

42,751

111,400

2.61

Goldsboro

33,942

77,000

2.27

40,110

101,600

2.53

Greensboro

40,913

99,600

2.43

42,486

138,200

3.25

Greenville

32,868

82,000

2.49

36,278

108,700

3.00

Hickory

37,818

85,600

2.26

39,398

115,300

2.93

Jacksonville

33,756

78,200

2.32

42,143

129,300

3.07

Raleigh2

48,845

138,500

2.84

58,111

190,000

3.27

Rocky Mount

34,795

76,200

2.19

41,037

99,800

2.43

Wilmington

38,632

118,000

3.05

44,780

210,900

4.71

Winston-Salem1

40,913

99,600

2.43

44,970

141,100

3.14

Metro Area

Median
Income

Asheville

1

Median
Value

Valueto-Income
Ratio

The Greensboro-Winston-Salem-High Point MSA was divided following the 2000 Decennial Census. The new MSAs are Burlington, Greensboro-High Point,
and Winston-Salem.
2The Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill MSA was divided following the 2000 Decennial Census. The new MSAs are Durham-Chapel Hill and Raleigh-Cary.
1
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Map 1: Regional
commuting
patterns into
downtown
Asheville
for workers
earning less than
$48,000 per year

than thirty minutes to work, while only
about 71% of people in the rest of the MSA
report commuting less than thirty minutes to
work (see Figure 8, page 16).
This mismatch is also apparent in the commuting patterns to the central part of Buncombe County. In 2006, there were nearly
50,600 workers earning $48,000 a year or less
working within a seven-mile circle around
the intersection of Patton & Broadway (see
Map 1). About 7,800 or 15% of those workers commuted from Haywood, Henderson,
or Madison counties. Another 16,000, or
32% commuted from areas within Buncombe County but outside of the circle.
That means only about 53% of the people
who earn less than $48,000 per year working
within that circle also live there.

Madison
1,623

2,321

26,796

16,002

Haywood

Buncombe

3,830

Henderson

NC Boundary
Asheville MSA
County Boundary
7 Mile Ring
Commuting Pattern
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Figure 7: Cost Burden by Income

Figure 6: Rent Burden by Income

Figure 8: Commuting Time

Figures 6-8 data sources: 2000 Decennial Censuses, 2007 American Community Survey, author’s
calculations
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SECTION 2: THE BENEFITS
HOUSING
Now that both the need for workforce housing and the mismatch between where people
live and work have been established, we turn
our attention to the potential benefits of providing well-located workforce housing for
individuals, the environment, the health of
the economy, and the quality of life in the
Asheville area. To assess those benefits we
needed to know several things. First, we
needed to know whether lower-wage workers who live far from where they work were
interested in moving closer. We defined
lower-wage workers as those who earn less
than $60,000 a year, which is approximately
110% of the median household income in
the metropolitan area.4
To assess willingness to move we mailed surveys to a sample of lower-wage employees of
five large employers in the Asheville area
who commute more than fifteen miles to
work: two private-sector, two public-sector,
and one nonprofit-sector employer. A total
of 581 surveys were distributed between

OF

WORKFORCE

March and May 2009 and 258 were completed and returned for a response rate of
44.5%. (See Appendix A for more details.)
Second, to estimate the potential reduction
in commuting for those willing to move
closer to work, we needed to estimate how
close to their places of work they would be
able to live. To do this we conducted a
workforce housing suitability analysis for
Buncombe County using county tax parcel
and other sources of data. That analysis used
criteria, such as availability of water and
sewer services, absence of steep slopes and a
floodplain designation, the assessed values of
properties and other factors, to identify areas
where workforce housing could be built. (See
Appendix B for more detail). This analysis
identified ten areas close to the major employment centers where workforce housing
could be built.
Knowing the location of potential workforce
housing developments and the home and

work locations of those willing to move
closer to work allowed us to calculate reduction in their commuting distances. For the
purposes of the analysis we randomly assigned willing movers to one of the ten potential areas of workforce housing development. The resulting reductions in commuting distances were then used to calculate decreases in the amount of pollution generated,
gasoline consumption, commuting costs, and
commuting times. (See Appendix C for more
details). In calculating the potential decreases in both pollutants and gasoline use
we took into account the makes and models
of cars and trucks driven by the survey respondents.
If you build it will they come?

It is possible that most survey respondents
who live far from their places of work would
rather live in the country. Maybe they don’t
mind commuting long distances to work and
are not interested in moving closer to work

A Long Way from Home
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To assess this issue we asked survey respondents: ―If you could live closer to work,
would you?‖ The response options were:
yes, maybe, or no. Those who answered yes
or maybe were asked to rate a set of factors
as to whether each would make them more
or less likely to move closer to work. Those
who said they would not move closer to
work were asked to identify the reasons why.

Figure 9: Willingness to Consider Moving by Household Income

Although we only surveyed workers with
individual incomes of $60,000 a year or less,
some of those workers were members of
households with other working members
and thus their total household incomes were
above $60,000 per year. For the purpose of
identifying households that might qualify for
some form of housing assistance we present
the following results by households with incomes making up to $60,000 per year and
those making above that amount.
The results of the survey show that more
than 62% of households earning up to
$60,000 either are, or may be, willing to consider moving closer to work (see Figure 9).
The percentage is slightly lower (47%) for
households earning more than $60,000 a
year, suggesting either their commutes did
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not have the same economic impact or
where they lived was more a matter of preference. The survey data also indicate that
households that are willing to move commute considerably longer distances than either those who may be willing, or those who
are not willing to move (see Figure 10).

A Long Way from Home

Those who make $60,000 or less and who
are willing to move commute close to 14,000
miles per year. Thus, the combination of
long commutes and lower incomes seems to
substantially increase willingness to move.

Impacts of moving closer to work

Commuting Savings If the employees we surveyed were to move to workforce housing in
the areas identified in the suitability analysis,
how would it affect their commutes? Figure
11 compares current and after-move commuting distances for those who are, or may
be, willing to move closer to work. Again,
the assumption is that they would move to
one of the ten areas identified in the suitability analysis. The analysis indicates that after
moving, study participants on average would
reduce their yearly work commutes by
71.3%, or approximately 9,000 miles per
year.

An additional benefit of decreasing the number of miles driven per year would be a reduction in car crashes. Using 2006 crash
rates for the four counties, we estimate a reduction of 1.8 crashes per year for each one
hundred commuters who moved closer to
work.
Figure 10: Yearly Miles Currently Driven to and from Work

Reductions in commuting distances would
not accrue evenly across all participants.
Some workers commute very long distances,
so their commuting savings would be considerably higher. In the most extreme case,
one person would reduce his or her commute by 37,000 miles per year! Per 100 commuters the estimated reduction in miles
driven is almost 900,000 miles per year,
which is equivalent to driving around the
earth more than twenty-two times every year.
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Environmental Savings Long commutes add
to the production of greenhouse gases and
air pollutants including nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide—
pollutants that have negative environmental
and health impacts.

Figure 11: Current
and Hypothetical
Yearly Miles Driven

Nitrogen oxide (NOx) is formed during
gasoline combustion and can contribute to
the formation of smog, ground-level ozone,
and acid rain. Nitrogen oxide consists of
small particles that can penetrate into lung
tissue causing respiratory diseases such as
emphysema, bronchitis, or asthma and increased visits to emergency rooms.5

Figure 12: Estimated
Yearly Air Pollutant
Emissions Savings
Per One Hundred
Commuters

Carbon monoxide (CO) is an odorless, colorless, and toxic gas that can lead to headaches, dizziness, vision impairment, fatigue,
nausea, and in high concentrations, death.
Vehicle exhaust accounts for 56% of CO
emissions nationwide and up to 95% of
emissions within cities. Even at low levels,
CO is a threat to individuals with heart
disease.

Note: Includes individuals who are or who may be willing to consider moving
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Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the most prevalent
greenhouse gas, with transportation being
the largest and fastest growing source in the
world. In North Carolina gasoline and diesel
combustion accounted for 93% of all green
house gas emissions. CO2 and other greenhouse gases trap heat in the atmosphere contributing to climate change.
Based on reductions in commuting distances, we estimated reductions of more
than 117kg of NOx, 1,011kg of CO, and 350
tons of CO2 for every 100 commuters who
relocate (see Figure 12). The CO2 savings
from 100 commuters relocating are equivalent to the savings from turning off all streetlights in the city of Asheville for ten consecutive days or of driving 220 Chevy
Malibu’s from Asheville to Seattle and back.
Although these reductions in emissions
greatly benefit human health and welfare, the
natural environment (animals and vegetation) are likely to benefit from the reductions
as well. The magnitude of these impacts is
less known, but preserving the natural environment in the Asheville metropolitan area
has economic development implications.

With an economy heavily dependent on
tourism, the natural environment is an asset
to be preserved. It is central to the image of
Asheville as a place offering a high quality of
life.
Economic Impacts on Individuals and Families
Although housing prices have fallen recently
and gas is selling for about half as much as it
was in 2008, working families are still facing
crushing financial pressure from the combined costs of housing and transportation.6
Transportation expenditures are the second
largest category of household expenditure
after housing. A recent Brookings study
showed that working poor families driving to
work spend on average 8.4% of their income
on commuting, while working poor families
using other transportation modes (such as
transit) spend less than 5.8% of their income
commuting.7 Furthermore, for some working families, transportation expenditures can
exceed housing costs, reaching 29% of their
income.
Even though the cost of commuting is high
the cost of well-situated housing may be
higher for households with limited incomes.
A recent study found that working families

spend about seventy-seven cents on transportation for every dollar saved on housing
located further away from where they work.8
Therefore households often find it financially advantageous to move further out to
live in affordable housing, even if they pay
more to commute.
Going farther from work to find affordable
housing, however, neglects personal costs,
such as the stress of commuting and reduced
time with their families, as well as social
costs including poorer air quality, increased
congestion, and increased auto accidents.
Based on the reductions in commuting distance and the types of vehicles driven by survey respondents, we estimated that for every
hundred commuters that relocated, 40,000
gallons of gasoline would be saved every
year. Assuming that the cost of a gallon of
gasoline is $2.50, this translates into savings
of almost $1,000 per year for each commuter
who moved to well-located workforce housing. The fuel cost savings for those willing,
or may be willing, to move would be $993
per year at $2.50 per gallon and $1,390 per
year at $3.50 per gallon (see Figure 13).
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Beyond gasoline there are other costs associated with commuting by car such as the
costs of maintenance and additional depreciation due to increased mileage. To quantify the full savings associated with reduced
commutes we used the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) 2009 standard mileage reimbursement rate of $0.55 per mile. Using this
figure the yearly commuting cost for the average person would drop from $6,673 before
the move to $2,024 per person after the
move (Figure 14).
In addition to the individual financial benefits, increasing the supply of workforce
housing close to employment centers reduces traffic congestion and lessens the need
for expensive public expenditures for road
construction and repair.
Impacts on Firms. The availability of housing
that lower-wage workers can afford is a key
component of a community’s ability to attract and retain skilled employees. According
to one analyst:
…housing is a crucial component of area economic
competitiveness. The economic health of a region is
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Figure 13: Fuel
Consumption
Savings and Avoided
Costs per Commuter
If Housed at One
of Ten Hypothetical
Locations
Note: Includes individuals
who are willing and who may
be willing to move

Figure 14: Current
and Hypothetical
Costs of Commuting
by Car
Note: Includes individuals
who are willing and who may
be willing to move

Table 5: Cost of Employee Turnover in Buncombe County12
Industry
or Occupation

Employees

Average
Annual Wage

Cost
of Replacement

Turnover
Rate

Annual Cost
of Turnover
($M)

Construction

10,851

$36,074

$14,863

28.2%

$45.5

Manufacturing

20,167

$45,789

$15,232

16.5%

$50.7

Professional & Business

16,817

$33,752

$12,372

25.1%

$52.2

Education & Health

44,666

$39,797

$15,034

25.1%

$168.6

Leisure & Hospitality

23,258

$16,111

$7,380

46.4%

$79.6

Law Enforcemnt Officers

510

$42,456

$76,952

14.0%

$5.5

Teachers

3,717

$32,640

$15,000

13.0%

$7.2

Data Sources: North Carolina Employment Security Commission, Employment Policy Foundation; The Police Chief; North Carolina School Report Cards; authors’ calculations

dependent on the presence of a competitive workforce,
which in turn is strongly related to the availability of
suitable and affordable housing. The lack of housing
opportunities near jobs creates costs for employers, as
the local labor pool contracts, and as turnover, training and placement costs increase.9
Employee turnover can be very expensive
for both private businesses and local governments. The cost of employee turnover includes all the expenses associated with the

separation, recruiting, and replacement. This
consists of severance pay, unemployment
costs, lost opportunities and overtime pay
due to fewer workers, advertising and interviewing costs, and all additional training and
orientation costs. The average cost of replacing a first-year teacher is about $15,000, and
it is even greater for more experienced teachers.10 Replacing a nurse costs about
$44,000.11 If, for example, local governments in Buncombe County could retain an

additional five teachers and two law enforcement officers by providing workforce housing opportunities, those governments could
save a total of over $225,000 in turnover
costs (see Table 5).
Although we do not have good information
on the number of people who leave jobs due
to high housing costs, even if it were a small
percentage, the provision of well-located
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affordable housing could save public, private, and nonprofit employers considerable
amounts of money.

who feel that their commutes negatively impact their lives would decrease dramatically
if they were able to move closer to work.

Quality of Life Improvements Based on the
reduction in commuting distances, we estimated the amount of time that employees
would save if they moved to well-located,
workforce housing. We estimated that commuters who relocate would save between
159 and 250 hours per year, depending on
the average speed of the commutes before
and after relocating.

Figure 16 shows the monetary value of the
time saved, assuming average commuting
speeds of 55, 45, and 35 mph. For those
who are, or may be, willing to move to one
of the ten hypothetical locations, the savings
per 100 commuters would be between
15,900 and 25,000 hours per year. Valuing
time at $10 per hour (which is half the average wage among our survey respondents),
the value of the time saved per 100 commuters would range between $159,000 and a
quarter million dollars per year.

Time saved in commuting has both personal
and social value. It allows workers to spend
more time with their families and friends,
and more time in their communities. When
survey respondents were asked how the time
they spent commuting affects the quality of
their lives, 47% of those who did not want
to move said it had either a somewhat or
strongly negative effect on their quality of
life, 57% of those who might be willing to
move thought their commutes had a negative impact, and a full 77% of those who
were definitely willing to move thought their
commutes had negative impacts on the quality of their lives (see Figure 15.) It is reasonable to assume that the percentage of those
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Figure 15: Negative Impact
on Quality of Life
by Willingness to Move

Figure 16: Value of Travel
Time Savings After Moving
per 100 Commuters
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SECTION 3: STRATEGIES FOR EXPANDING
WELL-LOCATED WORKFORCE HOUSING
Earlier sections of this report have documented the need for additional workforce
housing in Buncombe County and the remainder of the MSA, and presented data on
the potential environmental, economic, and
social benefits of expanding the supply of
well-located workforce housing. We now
turn to the question of how the supply of
such workforce housing can be expanded.
To provide a basis for recommendations on
the expansion of workforce housing in
Asheville and Buncombe County we conducted interviews with twenty-three representatives of public, nonprofit, and private
organizations in the area. We also relied on
the results of our survey of lower-wage, long
-distance commuters.

Obstacles and facilitators
to developing additional
workforce housing
In thinking about both the obstacles to and
facilitators of the development workforce
housing, demand and supply factors should
be considered. Demand factors have to do
with interest among long-distance commuters in moving closer to work and under what
circumstances they would do so. That is,
what type of housing in what types of
neighborhoods would draw people closer to
work? Supply factors have to do with
whether new workforce housing can be built
and made affordable to lower-wage workers
who want to live closer to work.
Obstacles to Workforce Housing The results of
the survey of low-wage workers show that
there are several demand-side obstacles to
expanding workforce housing. As mentioned above, a full 41% of the survey respondents indicated that they were not will-

ing to move closer to where they work. (Of
course this means that the other 59% of the
respondents said either that they were willing
to move or that they would consider it.) The
main reasons offered for the reluctance to
move closer to work were that they: liked
their current neighborhood; liked their current house; didn’t want to live in a denser
area; didn’t want to pay more taxes; didn’t
want to pay more in housing expenses; and
were concerned that the area would not be
as safe as where they currently lived (see Table 6).
The key representatives we interviewed
thought that attachment to land and to community would be the most likely reasons for
workers not wanting to move closer to work.
One person commented that, ―A doublewide in the county with a goat and a dog in
the yard is more attractive for many.‖ Others pointed to the ―different culture‖ of
Asheville and to less open space as deterrents to moving closer to work.
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We also asked representatives of organizations in Asheville and Buncombe County
about the main obstacles to expanding the
supply of workforce housing close to employment centers. Almost everyone interviewed offered that high land values are the
main obstacle. The combination of a restricted supply due the challenging topography of the area and a strong demand for second-homes have resulted in land costs that
make the development of workforce housing financially challenging.
The second most frequently mentioned obstacle to expanding the supply of workforce
housing was opposition from neighborhood
and environmental groups. Some felt that
neighborhood group opposition to workforce housing was largely due to an inaccurate image of how it would look and who
would live there. A lesser number of those
interviewed felt that some environmental
groups were narrowly focused on restricting
development to the detriment of workforce
housing.
The third most frequently mentioned obstacle was what was seen as a long and difficult
development review and approval process,
particularly in the city. One person
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Table 6: Reasons People Would Not Consider Moving Closer to Work

I would not be willing to consider moving because. . .
I like my neighborhood

Percent
98%

I like my house

96%

I do not want to have to pay more taxes

90%

I do not want to live in a more densely developed neighborhood

89%

the housing would be more expensive than where I live now

86%

the neighborhood would not be as safe as where I live now

84%

I have friends and/or relatives living nearby

81%

the schools would not be as good as those where I live now

55%

somebody else in my household would have a longer commute

41%

I am not sure how long I will be working at my current job

28%

commented that: ―Many builders won’t
touch the city with a ten foot pole.‖ Several
interviewees specifically mentioned the
storm water and slope ordinances as restricting both the location and density of workforce housing developments and that these
ordinances drive up land prices in general.
Insufficient public subsidies and the lack of
developer interest in building workforce
housing were also mentioned by several of
those interviewed, although a representative
of the homebuilders association offered that
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there are many builders who are interested in
constructing workforce housing.
Facilitators of Workforce Housing The results
of the survey of lower-wage employees shed
light on the characteristics of people who are
more likely to move to well-located workforce housing. The results show that renters, single-person households, people under
forty years old, people with a college or
graduate degree, and people with household
income under $40,000 are more likely to be
willing to move. When survey

respondents were asked what would make
them more likely to move, the top three factors were: that the neighborhood is safe; the
area is safe for bicycling or walking; and the
cost of housing is no more expensive than
where they currently live (see Table 7). The
three factors that would make them the least
likely to move are: neighborhoods with a mix
of housing types; a townhouse unit; and an
apartment or condominium. The key representatives we interviewed mentioned cost
savings, the desirability of Asheville as a
place to live, and a shorter commute as the
main factors that would cause people to
move.
When the key representatives were asked
what should be done to increase the amount
of affordable housing in the Asheville area,
the most frequent reply was that the city and
county need to increase the amount of
money they put into their affordable housing
trust funds every year.
The second most frequent response was that
the city and county should adopt inclusionary zoning, which would require large developers to include workforce housing in their
projects in return for density bonuses. It
should also be noted, however, that two in-

terviewees specifically mentioned that this
should not be done. Developers, they argued, should be offered enhanced incentives
for providing workforce housing—such as
density bonuses, expedited processing and
fee waivers—but developers should not be
forced to provide workforce housing.
Several other interviewees mentioned the
need for more workforce housing providers
in the area, while others mentioned the need
for additional public/private partnerships.

Although the project was not built, the collaboration between the Asheville City School
System and the State Employees Credit Union to build homes for teachers was mentioned as a potential model for other projects. Finally, several people talked of the
need for better coordination among housing
and environmental groups in the area. Such
coordination was seen as the best way to further the agenda’s of both types of groups.

Table 7: Factors That Would Make People More Likely to Move Closer to Work

The place closer to work is . . .
in a safe neighborhood

Percent
95%

safe for bicycling or walking
no more expensive than where I live now
in a neighborhood with good public schools
close to parks, restaurants, and shops

91%
90%
77%
72%

in a neighborhood with a mix of homes and shops
a single-family house on a small lot
close to public transportation

64%
58%
43%

in a neighborhood with a mix of housing types
a townhouse

40%
26%

an apartment

26%
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Conclusion
In order to expand workforce housing in the
Asheville-Buncombe County area and reap
its environmental, economic and quality of
life benefits several things are needed. First,
leaders in the public, nonprofit, and private
sectors must recognize the problem. Second, they must make it a top priority. Third,
they must develop effective strategies for
addressing the problem. Finally, they must
implement those strategies and make adjustments as needed.
Based on our interviews with representatives
of many key public, nonprofit, and private
organizations in Asheville and Buncombe
County, it is clear that the overwhelming
majority of community representatives see
long commutes as a major problem. When
asked what they thought should be done to
address that problem, the most frequent response was to develop more workforce
housing, followed by improving public
transportation in the area. Only one person
mentioned increasing wages by attracting
better paying employers as an approach.
When asked what type of housing was
needed, the most frequent response was
rental housing, followed by a mix of rental
and homeownership housing.
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We also asked those interviewed how high
affordable housing is on the priority lists of
both the city and the county. Almost all said
that providing more workforce housing was
very high on the city’s list. It is one of the
city’s five strategic priorities. In addition, the
city has tried to expand the supply of workforce housing in several ways including making regular payments into its housing trust
fund, providing density bonuses for affordable housing, and creating a program to subsidize the extension of sewer lines to new
workforce housing developments.
The county government is generally seen as
much less supportive. One person interviewed suggested the county sees increasing
the supply of workforce housing as ―an urban issue,‖ hence it was not high on its priority list. Others, however, credited the
county for having taken some positive steps
to expand workforce housing such as creating an affordable housing trust fund, a zeropercent construction loan program, a downpayment assistance program, and a sewerline loan program. Given the county’s relatively large tax base, however, many of those
interviewed thought these programs were
underfunded.
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Recommendations
Although the City of Asheville and Buncombe County are doing more than most
North Carolina towns and counties to expand the supply of workforce housing, the
greater need for workforce housing in these
jurisdictions means they need to do even
more. The housing needs analysis presented
in Section 1 of this report, clearly shows that
the need for workforce housing continues to
increase more rapidly than such housing is
being constructed. Without additional action, even more workers will have to commute long distances, negatively affecting the
environment, the economy and quality of life
in the area.
Over the last several years, the city and
county have created housing task forces
which have both identified the need for additional workforce housing and made carefully considered recommendations for expanding its supply. In 2002 the city and the
county created a city/county task force that
made eight major recommendations, only
two of which were fully implemented by

2008.13 More recently the city created the
Mayor’s Task Force on Affordable Housing,
which developed a total of thirty-three recommendations on how to address the need
for workforce housing in the city. To date,
only a few of those recommendations have
been acted upon.
Building on these earlier efforts, the Center
for Urban and Regional Studies offers the
following recommendations for expanding
the supply of workforce housing close to
employment centers:

Recommendation 1: The city and the
county should set yearly goals for the
construction of workforce housing.
The housing needs analysis found that there
are over 14,000 renters and 15,000 owners in
Buncombe County who pay more than 30%
of their incomes for rent. Moreover, many
people have to commute long distances to
find affordable housing. Thus, there is a
strong justification for additional city and
county efforts to expand the supply of welllocated workforce housing. The Mayor’s
Task Force on Affordable Housing recommended the construction of 500 units per
year over the next twenty years. This is an
ambitious but realistic goal that can be
achieved if public, nonprofit, and for-profit
actors cooperate. The adoption of inclusionary zoning ordinances in the city and county
could result in creation of a sizable percentage of those units.

Downtown Asheville at dusk
Photo credit: North Carolina Division of Tourism

Recommendation 2: The City of
Asheville and Buncombe County should
assess their current workforce housing
policies and development ordinances to
determine their effectiveness in encouraging workforce housing.
City and county planning staff should be
asked to provide yearly reports on how many
workforce housing units are being built with
support from one or more of the available
funding sources or incentives. Where a
workforce housing program is being underutilized, the cause of the problem should be
diagnosed by talking with private and nonprofit affordable housing developers, and
appropriate changes should be made.
City and county staff should also identify the
barriers to the development of workforce
housing in their zoning and development
ordinances and propose changes that would
reduce those barriers. Several persons interviewed mentioned that changes in the city’s
Unified Development Ordinance in the late
1990s reduced the available land for multifamily housing. Recommendation 9 in the
mayor’s report would, at least partially address this concern. That recommendation
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calls for allowing ―duplexes, triplexes and
quadplexes as conversion or new construction as use by right subject to special requirements.‖ Such a change would allow higher
density development and help bring down
the cost of housing.

Recommendation 3: The city and the
county should increase annual contributions to their respective affordable housing trust funds and consider donating
unutilized property for the construction
of workforce housing.

Recommendation 4: Community leaders
should set up a committee of interested
parties to discuss both the development
of an inclusionary zoning policy or ordinance, and the preservation of affordable
housing once it is constructed.

Increasing the allowable development densities close to major employment and activity
centers and along transportation corridors
would also help reduce housing costs.
Given the high land costs in the city, the
only way to make developing new workforce
housing economically feasible is by spreading the land costs among a larger number of
units. Higher densities do not guarantee
more affordable housing, but without at
least moderate levels of density the land
costs are prohibitive.

At least a shallow public subsidy is often
needed to produce housing that lower-wage
workers can afford. Both the city and the
county have housing trust funds but additional funding is needed to help meet the
growing need for workforce housing. Adding to the trust funds would not only increase the number of units that could be
built each year, but it would also provide a
steady stream of support for both privatesector and nonprofit-sector developers of
workforce housing, ensuring that they continue to stay in business.

Given that the need for workforce housing is
much greater than could be met by public
funding alone, the city and county should
consider adopting inclusionary zoning programs that would establish a minimum number of workforce housing units for all large
developments. In return for developing
units that lower-wage workers could afford,
developers should be provided with density
bonuses and fee reductions.

City and county planning staffs should also
review the development review processes to
see if there are ways to shorten it without
undermining the quality of the review
process.
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The city and county should also assess their
land holdings to see if any of their properties
are appropriate for the development of
workforce housing. If so, that land should
be donated or sold at a reduced price to developers of workforce housing.
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One way to implement such as program is
through a conditional- or special-use zoning
process. If the city and county were to set
increasing the amount of affordable housing
as goals in their comprehensive plans, they
could consider the extent to which that goal
is being furthered in their special use review
processes. Another approach is to adopt an
inclusionary zoning ordinance as has been
done is several towns across North Carolina.

The drawback to this approach is that the
legal authority to adopt inclusionary zoning
ordinances is not firmly established.14
Whether done through the special-use process or an ordinance, developers should be
allowed to make a payment in lieu of when
the development is not appropriate for the
on-site inclusion of workforce housing, such
as in a neighborhood of million-dollar
homes.

possible ways to keep housing units affordable including deed restrictions and community land trusts. What ever mechanism is
used, it should balance the interests of the
community in maintaining and expanding the
supply of workforce housing and the interests of the owners in accruing home equity.

Adopting a non-mandatory density bonus
program tied to the development of workforce housing is another option, but experience in other communities suggests it will
not produce a large number of workforce
housing units. If such a program is adopted,
it should not be limited to certain areas of
the city or county. Finding sites for workforce housing is difficult enough without
limiting its development to confined areas.
Once workforce housing is constructed it
needs to be preserved. In areas as attractive
as Asheville and Buncombe County even
modest sized homes or apartments can
quickly appreciate in value such that they
become unaffordable to future low-wage
employees in the area. There are several

Merritt Park Condominiums
Asheville, North Carolina
Photo credit: Bill Rohe

Recommendation 5: Representatives of
the affordable housing and environmental advocacy groups in the area
should develop a working group or coalition to facilitate communication, identify
common interests and seek win-win solutions to issues.
Housing and environmental advocates share
many of the same goals. As demonstrated in
the analysis presented above, providing additional well-located affordable housing would
have significant environmental benefits. At
the same time building energy-efficient,
workforce housing units in sustainable communities is beneficial to the occupants of
workforce housing units. There are times,
however, that the concerns of environmentalists and housing providers are not perfectly aligned. In these instances, each group
needs to understand the concerns of the
other and be willing to seek compromises.
More face-to-face contact between representatives would facilitate reaching such compromises. One of the activities of a coalition
of environmental and housing advocates
should be to help educate the public about
the environmental benefits of providing
workforce housing close to employment
centers.
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Recommendation 6: The city and
county should look for opportunities to
redevelop areas close to major activity
areas and along major transit corridors
that would include workforce housing.

Recommendation 7: Greater cooperation
is needed among the various organizations with interests in expanding the supply of workforce housing in the city and
the county.

Asheville and to a lesser extent Buncombe
County have abandoned industrial property
and underutilized land along major transportation corridors that could be redeveloped
into vibrant mixed-use, mixed-income communities that would encourage walking, bicycling and the use of public transit. The
city and county should work to identify potential redevelopment areas and zone them
accordingly. The prospect of substantially
higher development densities on those sites
would provide strong incentives for property
owners to participate in redevelopment projects that could produce more sustainable,
mixed-use, mixed-income areas. As suggested by the mayor’s task force report, tax
increment financing could also be used to
fund the costs of upgrading the infrastructure including water and sewer systems,
roads, sidewalks, and bike paths.

Addressing the severe shortage of workforce
housing in the Asheville area requires greater
cooperation among the public, nonprofit,
and private sectors. The city and county
should cooperate in their efforts to support
nonprofit and for-profit developers of workforce housing. The planning staffs of the
two governments, for example, might develop a regional workforce housing plan covering both jurisdictions. For their part, major employers should cooperate with forprofit and nonprofit developers in expanding
housing that their employees can afford close
to their workplaces. Mission Health’s employee down payment assistance program is
a good example of this type of cooperation.
Given the clear environmental, economic
and quality of life benefits of providing affordable housing to those who currently
commute long distances, city and country
governments, affordable housing providers
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and local businesses should pay special attention to luring these workers closer to their
work locations. This could be done through
specialized marketing campaigns emphasizing the various benefits of moving closer to
work. In addition, new employees moving
to the area should be encouraged to consider
the costs of commuting in choosing places
to live, as the savings on housing costs are
often offset by higher transportation costs.15
Local financial institutions can contribute by
offering ―location efficient‖ mortgage loans,
which consider transportation cost savings
from living close to work or on a transit line
in loan qualification calculations. Those with
lower transportation costs would qualify for
a larger loan.16

A final comment
A sea change is taking place in our country.
At both the federal and local levels, policy
makers are realizing the need to change the
way we plan and develop our communities.
If we are to address both the current economic and environmental challenges we
need to promote mixed-use developments
that contain a range of housing types since
these community characteristics are conducive to walking, biking, and the use of public
transportation which, in turn, reduce traffic
congestion, air pollution, and the costs of
transportation. Asheville and Buncombe
County have the choices of either getting out
in front of this change and maintaining the
high qualities of life that have attracted both
businesses and residents to the area, or conducting business as usual and being strangled
by pollution, congestion, and the economic
costs of long commutes.
Biltmore Park Town Square
Photo credit: Bill Rohe
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NOTES
1.
The U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development considers any household that pays
over 30% of its income for all housing costs to be
cost burdened.
2.
The term ―workforce housing‖ describes
housing for individuals who fill essential jobs in the
local economy, such as school teachers or nurses’
aides. ―It reflects the fact that many full-time workers
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near where they work, particularly in high cost areas….‖ (Mallach Planning, March 2009; 35).
3.
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We chose this income cutoff rather than the
more traditional 80% of the median because it allowed us to use more of the surveys that were returned and because several of the affordable housing
programs in Asheville and Buncombe County support
housing for persons with incomes well above 80% of
the median. Analyses only using survey respondents
with household incomes below 80% of the median
resulted in very similar results.
5.
http://www.epa.gov/oaqps001/
nitrogenoxides/and http://www.epa.gov/air/
nitrogenoxides/health/html
6.
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Working Families. Washington, DC: Center for
Housing Policy.
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Baggot, Dierdre M., Barbara Hensinger, Juanita Parry, Michael S. Valdes, and Selale Zaim. 2005.
The New Hire/Preceptor Experience: Cost-Benefit
Analysis of One Retention Strategy. Journal of Nursing
Administration 35 (3): 138-145.
12.
Data on industry, occupation, the number of
employees, and average wages are from the N.C. Employment Security Commission, except for teachers.
Data on the number of teachers from North Carolina
School Report Cards. Data on wages for teachers are
from the North Carolina State Salary Schedule for a
teacher with three years of experience. Data on cost
replacement and turnover rate are national figures
from the Employment Policy Foundation, Factsheet
on Turnover, October 22, 2004, adjusted to 2009
dollars, for all except law enforcement officers and
teachers. Downloaded July 27, 2009 from http://
www.supersolutions.com/pdfs/
EmployeeTurnoverExpensive2004.pdf. Data on
turnover rates for law enforcement officers and teachers from The Police Chief, September, 2005.
13.
Affordable Housing Plan for the City of
Asheville, 2008.

14.
Brown-Graham, A. 2004. Locally Initiated
Inclusionary Housing Programs: A Guide for Local
Governments in North Carolina and Beyond. Chapel
Hill, N.C.: UNC-Chapel Hill School of Government.
15.
Websites are available that allow people to
calculate the housing/transportation cost trade offs in
many larger metropolitan areas. See, for example,
http://htaindex.cnt.org. Unfortunately, at the time
this report was completed the Asheville metropolitan
area was not one of the metropolitan areas covered in
those websites. Local leaders might work to see that
it is included in the future.
16.
Krizek, Kevin J. 2003. Transit Supportive
Home Loans: Theory, Application, and Prospects for
Smart Growth. Housing Policy Debate. Vol.14, Issue 4,
p. 657-677.
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APPENDIX A: METHODOLOGY FOR CONDUCTING
THE EMPLOYEE SURVEY
The employee survey was conducted to determine the percentage of workers who
would be willing to consider moving closer
to work and the impact that moving would
have on the workers’ travel time and costs,
and on the environment. To be considered
for the survey, workers had to meet three
criteria: 1) they had to earn less than $60,000
per year; 2) they had to be full-time employees; and 3) they had to live 15 miles or more
from where they worked. The focus of the
study was on the need for workforce housing closer to employment centers, thus the
first and second requirements were included
to increase the probability that the workers’
incomes were in the range that would make
them eligible for housing assistance. The
third requirement was included to ensure
that the survey would only be sent to those
workers who were commuting long distances
to work.

survey: two for-profit corporations; one nonprofit corporation; and two public-sector
organizations. Each agreed to select employees who met the three criteria discussed
above.
To assist employers in determining which
employees worked more than fifteen miles
from their principle work location, we provided them with a list of zip codes that were
within a fifteen-mile radius of the work locations and asked them to exclude employees
whose addresses were in those zip code areas. Once the list of employees meeting the
three criteria was generated, we utilized a systematic random sampling strategy to select
employees to receive surveys. The interval
was determined by the number of employees
on the list and the desired sample size. If,
for example, the list contained 195 names
and we wanted a sample of sixty-five names,
we selected every third name from the list.

Overall, 205 employees of for-profit corporations, 200 employees of the non-profit organizations, and 176 public-sector employees
were mailed surveys for a total of 581 employees surveyed. Reminder postcards were
sent to 289 employees and a second survey
to 269 employees. Two hundred fifty-eight
surveys were completed and returned for a
response rate of 44.4%.

Five major employers in the Asheville metropolitan area agreed to participate in the
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APPENDIX B: METHODOLOGY FOR WORKFORCE
HOUSING SUITABILITY ANALYSIS
The purpose of this analysis was to identify
broad geographic areas (½ to 1 square mile
in size) in close proximity to employment
centers in the Asheville area where developing workforce housing would be possible
based on a set of criteria. We used the results of this Geographic Information System
(GIS) analysis to assess the potential financial, environmental, and other impacts of
locating workforce housing close to employment centers in the region.

Data sources
The workforce housing suitability analysis
relied on geospatial data for both Asheville
and Buncombe County. We obtained these
data from a variety of sources. All datasets
have the projected coordinate system:
NAD1983 State Plane North Carolina FIPS
3200 Feet. Our analysis incorporated the
following datasets:

the North Carolina Department of
Transportation (NCDOT) GIS website
(http://www.ncdot.org/it/gis/
default.html). FEMA updated this dataset in 2009. It is a product of the ongoing national FEMA flood map modernization effort.

Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
(Buncombe County) – We obtained this
dataset from the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) GIS
website. Using GIS, we converted this
dataset to a slope format, which we used
in the suitability analysis.
Buncombe County Tax Parcels (2008 tax
year) - We obtained this dataset from the
Buncombe County GIS website (http://
www.buncombecounty.org/governing/
depts/gis/dataDownload.asp). This
dataset was updated in 2008 by Buncombe County and includes real estate
information including owner, land use,

assessed value, and geospatial attributes
for every parcel within the county.

Lands Managed for Conservation and
Open Space (statewide) – We obtained
this dataset from NC One Map (http://
www.nconemap.com/Default.aspx?
tabid=286). This dataset was updated in
2002 by the North Carolina Department
of Environment and Natural Resources
(NCDNR) and includes all known lands
that are permanently protected as open
space and farmland and other lands that
are managed as open space.

Significant Natural Heritage Areas
(statewide) – We obtained this dataset
from NC One Map. The North Carolina
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (NCDNR) updated this
dataset in 2009, which includes the location of ecologically significant landscapes
and rare species in North Carolina.

FEMA Floodplain Data (Buncombe
County) – We obtained this dataset from
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National Wetlands Database (national) –
We obtained this dataset from NC One
Map. The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
updated this dataset in 1999, which includes the location and classification of
all known wetlands in the United States.
Urban Services Boundary (statewide) – We
obtained this dataset from NC One Map.
The NC Center for Geographic Information and Analysis produced this dataset in 2004, which includes the boundaries of all public water and sewer service
areas in North Carolina.
Major Roads (statewide) – We obtained this
dataset from the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) GIS
website. NCDOT updated this dataset
in 2009, which includes all primary and
secondary roads in North Carolina.
County Zoning (Buncombe) – We obtained
this dataset from the Buncombe County
GIS website. Buncombe County updated
this dataset in 2007, which covers all unincorporated areas within the county.

Weighted Central Point of Employment
(Buncombe) – We created this dataset to
represent the central geospatial tendency
of employment of the employers involved in the mail survey potion of our
study.
42

The suitability assessment process



To determine the suitability of areas for the
construction of workforce housing we used
an exclusionary process that relied on Buncombe County tax parcel data. We conducted a GIS analysis to exclude subsets of
parcels from this dataset that, based on a set
of criteria, would not be suitable for development of workforce housing. The remaining
parcels represent parcels generally suitable
for workforce housing. In order to be considered suitable and avoid exclusion, parcels
had to be close to employment centers, be
appropriate for and able to support residential development, and have acquisition costs
(assessed value per acre) conducive to the
development of workforce housing. More
specifically, to be considered suitable, parcels
had to meet all of the following criteria:
 within ten miles of the central point of
employment (the center of gravity of existing employment centers);
 close to urban services such as transportation nodes and water/sewer service
areas;
 outside natural hazard zones such as
floodplains;
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free from adverse site conditions such as
slopes greater than 16%;
outside ecologically sensitive areas;
an appropriate existing land use such as
residential or vacant lands (not industrial,
commercial, recreational, public services,
and protected open space);
zoned for at least five dwelling units per
acre; and
average assessed value per acre under
$100K.

Once parcels that did not meet these criteria
were culled from the database, we generated
a series of maps that included only the remaining parcels. We used these maps to
visually identify large concentrations (½ to 1
square miles in size) of parcels that were
close to the weighted center of employment.
For the purposes of this study, these clusters
of parcels, as opposed to the individual parcels themselves, represent areas generally
suitable for workforce housing. We generated a set of coordinates for each concentration (ten in all). We used these coordinates
in analyzing the impacts of locating workforce housing close to employment centers.

APPENDIX C: METHODOLOGY FOR IMPACT
ANALYSES
Commuting distance
and time savings

To calculate the commuting savings (actual
and projected), we relied on information collected in the survey. The survey asked respondents about their willingness to move
closer to work. In addition, the survey asked
respondents to provide their home zip code,
current work address, household composition, housing characteristics, and housing
preferences. Home and current work locations were geo-coded. In some instances we
had access to respondent’s home and/or
work address, in which case we used the address instead of the reported zip codes. For
employees listing only a post office box as
their home address, a zip code centroid was
assumed as their home location. In only two
instances respondents refused to provide
home zip code information. Information for
those individuals could not be assumed or
calculated; hence they were dropped from
the sample.

Knowing the current home and work locations allowed us to calculate current commuting distances. Likewise, knowing the
location of potential affordable housing sites
allowed us to calculate the potential commuting distances from those sites to current
jobs, for willing movers assigned to each site.
Recall that a suitability analysis was conducted to identify ten centers or clusters
within the metropolitan area that appeared
suitable for the development of workforce
housing. We randomly assigned potential
movers to one of those ten sites and then
calculated the difference in work commutes
for their current and projected places of residence. This approach was conservative in
that people are not likely to select housing
sites randomly: Rather commuting savings
should play a role in that decision. Thus, we
would expect the actual commuting savings
to be somewhat higher than our estimates.

The calculation of time savings assume average speeds of 45 mph, based on the assumption that most commuting reductions would
be on state routes and local divided highways. To the extent that actual commuting
speeds are lower than 45 mph, the commuting time savings are much greater than estimated. We also provide a monetary estimate
of the value of the commuting time saved.
Transportation planners and economists ordinarily use half the hourly wage rate as an
estimate of a person’s time value. In our
survey, among the respondents that fit our
household income criteria and who were
willing or maybe willing to move, the annual
household income was between $36,000 and
$41,000. Assuming a 48 week year and 8hour workdays, this translates into an hourly
wage rate of between $18.75 and $21.35.
Half the hourly wage rate, then, would be
approximately $10 per hour.
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Environmental pollutants savings

The survey asked each respondent to list the
make, model, and year of the primary vehicle
driven to work. All data compiled for calculating vehicular emissions was derived from
vehicle certification data available from the
EPA Office of Transportation and Air Quality and collected through mandated federal
test procedures for all new vehicles for sale
in the US (http://www.epa.gov/otaq/
crttst.htm). Because survey respondents
were not asked to provided detailed information concerning their vehicle’s engine size or
transmission type, calculated emissions are
based on an average for all versions of the
vehicle made available for sale in the US or
classified as clean fuel vehicles.
Except for 1995, all nitrogen oxide (NOx)
and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions information came from highway and city tests.
This represents the driving cycle that a regular driver encounters. For 1995 vehicles,
emissions data represent only highway certification testing. All emissions estimates used
are stabilized emissions. That is, they assume the vehicle’s engine has warmed up.
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Because there is no reason to believe that
cold starts will be reduced, we assume that
emissions from cold starts (which tend to be
higher because the catalytic converter is cold)
will not change. Finally, NOx and CO data
reflect an average of each automobile’s useful
life.
For carbon dioxide emissions, we relied on
the vehicles’ estimated gasoline consumption
(see section below for details on fuel efficiency calculations). Below is the description
of the calculations adapted from the EPA’s
website.
Although the carbon content in fuels varies
and depends on whether the fuel includes
additives like nitrogen and ethanol, we used
average carbon content values to estimate
CO2 emissions. The Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR 600.113) suggests that there
are 2,421 grams of carbon per gallon of gasoline. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) guidelines for calculating emissions require that an oxidation factor
be applied to the carbon content to account
for a small portion of the fuel that is not
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oxidized into CO2. For all oil and oil products, the oxidation factor used is 0.99 (99
percent of the carbon in the fuel is eventually oxidized, while 1 percent remains unoxidized). The last step in calculating the
CO2 emissions from a gallon of fuel is to
multiply the carbon emissions by the ratio of
the molecular weight of CO2 (m.w. 44) to
the molecular weight of carbon (m.w.12):
44/12. The resulting figure is 8.8 kg or 19.4
pounds of CO2 per gallon.
Financial impacts
on individuals and crash projections

Gasoline consumption
Fuel economy was calculated for each household separately, using the vehicle information reported in the survey. The fuel economy of each vehicle was derived from the
EPA and Department of Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energy’s website (http://
www.fueleconomy.gov/) devoted to fuel
economy and, as with emissions, reflects averages for each available model carline.
Overall vehicle use costs
Beyond gasoline consumption, other expenses accrue when commuting by car.

Some are variable expenses in the sense that
they increase with vehicle usage, like maintenance, repair, and insurance. Other costs are
fixed in that once one owns a car, the cost is
incurred regardless of how much the car is
driven (for example registration and licensing
fees).
To measure these expenses, we used the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 2009 standard
mileage rates to calculate the deductible costs
of operating an automobile for business
(http://www.irs.gov/newsroom/
article/0,,id=200505,00.html). The figures
include the fixed and variable costs identified
above, but do not include parking fees, and
state and local personal property taxes
(http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/rp-0872.pdf). These mileage costs include gasoline costs, so they are intended to provide a
complementary assessment to the gasolineonly costs.

quantify these decreases, we used countylevel crash statistics compiled by the North
Carolina Department of Transportation for
2006. The crash figures summarize reported
crashes per 100 million vehicle miles travelled. Summing the crashes for the four
counties and dividing them by the sum of the
miles travelled for the four counties yields a
combined crash rate of 209.57 crashes per
100 million miles traveled.

Crashes
As driving distances decrease, the likelihood
of crashes are also expected to decrease. To
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